
 

 

 

MINUTES OF PRUDHOE PATHFORCE, 16
TH

 JANUARY 2017 

AT 2:00 p.m.  AT THE SPETCHELLS CENTRE, PRUDHOE 

PRESENT:  Pete Barrett (Chairman), Tim Fish (NCC), Mavis Harris 

(Secretary/RA), , June Rose (Treasurer and PTC), Lynne Breen 

APOLOGIES:  There were apologies from Brian Hudspeth. 

MINUTES: The Minutes of the previous meeting were agreed.  

MATTERS ARISING:  Dealt with as Agenda items as necessary 

NCC REPORT AND ROW PROBLEMS:  FP 22 (Hospital Woods): Concern was 

being expressed on social media about the closure and why a diversion was not possible. 

TF said no viable diversion was available and that the new FP from Surtees Bridge 

allowed an alternative route through the woods.  He would respond to any emails sent to 

him on the subject from members of the public.  FP 10 (High Mickley):  Work on the 

barrier was still to do. The path alongside the A695 (part of the I-P walk) up to the 

Garden Centre should be done shortly.  MH had contacted Rob Hindhaugh (Gateshead 

ROW Officer) about progress on taking forward the legal work on the Hospital Woods’ 

paths on the Gateshead side of the burn, but he was not aware of any further 

developments. 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT:  Grant application 2017-18:  £150 had been applied for.  The 

current balance was £490.12.  Ian Warburton had agreed to audit the annual accounts.   

PRUDHOE WALKS LEAFLET/LOI/MINERS’ MEMORIAL MEADOWS: TF and 

MH had met with Land of Oak and Iron representatives to discuss incorporating the 

leaflet with LOI’s intention to produce something similar but with more heritage 

information.  It would also include information about the Miners’ Memorial Meadows 

project in the Castlefields Wood area. Local schools and the Local History Society are 

involved in both projects. LB suggested the area’s mining heritage should perhaps be 

included in school history projects.  

 AOB:   Council web-site:  PPF’s page was being up-dated. PB to produce PDFs of the 

leaflets.  Durham Riding leaflet:  TF to check with SCA printer about a reprint.    

The next meeting will be on 27
th

 March (4
th

 Monday) and the meeting closed at 3:40.   
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